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a b s t r a c t

Purpose: Previous conceptualizations of cancer survivorship have focused on heterogeneous cancer
survivors, with little consideration of the validity of conclusions for homogeneous tumour groups. This
paper aims to examine the concept of cancer survivorship in the context of colorectal cancer (CRC).
Method: Rodgers’ (1989) Evolutionary Method of Concept Analysis guided this study. A systematic search
of PUBMED, CINAHL, PsycINFO and The Cochrane Library was conducted in November 2016 to identify
studies of CRC survivorship. The Braun and Clarke (2006) framework guided the analysis and interpre-
tation of data extracted from eighty-five publications.
Results: Similar to general populations of cancer survivors, CRC survivors experience survivorship as an
individual, life-changing process, punctuated by uncertainty and a duality of positive and negative
outcomes affecting quality of life. However, CRC survivors experience specific concerns arising from the
management of their disease. The concept of cancer survivorship has evolved over the past decade as the
importance of navigating the healthcare system and its resources, and the constellation of met and
unmet needs of cancer survivors are realised.
Conclusions: The results highlight core similarities between survivorship in the context of CRC and other
tumour groups, but underlines issues specific to CRC survivorship. Communication and support are key
issues in survivorship care which may detrimentally affect CRC survivors' well-being if they are inade-
quately addressed. Healthcare professionals (HCP’s) therefore have a duty to ensure cancer survivors’
health, information and supportive care needs are met in the aftermath of treatment.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Background

Colorectal Cancer (CRC) is the third most commonly diagnosed
malignancy worldwide, affecting approximately 3.5 million people
annually (International Agency for Research on Cancer, 2014). Sig-
nificant improvements in survival have been achieved as a result of
evolving treatment modalities and screening initiatives which
promote earlier diagnosis. However, substantial increases in the
incidence of CRC have been forecast. In Ireland alone, colon and
rectal cancer incidence is expected to increase by between 77% and
156% between 2010 and 2040 (National Cancer Registry of Ireland,
2014). Thus CRC survivors account for one of the most rapidly
growing groups living with and after cancer.
2. Defining cancer survivorship

The term survivorship is used to denote recovery, or life with
and beyond a plethora of conditions and circumstances, including
cancer (Mullen, 1985), sexual abuse (Dallam, 2010), the atomic
bomb (Preston et al., 2007) and the holocaust (Hursting and
Forman, 2009). To add to this confusion, the definition of survi-
vorship varies between andwithin contexts. In cancer survivorship,
there is a glaring disparity in the definition of who constitutes a
cancer survivor, with different regions and organisations advo-
cating for definitions beginning 1) at diagnosis, 2) after the end of
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treatment, or 3) after a specified time has elapsed where the in-
dividual remains disease free (Khan et al., 2012; Leigh, 2007;
Reuben, 2004; Rowland et al., 2013). Other considerations in the
definition of cancer survivorship are the inclusion or exclusion of
individuals who are terminally ill (Khan et al., 2012) and survivors'
family members and friends (Feuerstein, 2007; Leigh, 2007).
Furthermore, Hebdon et al. (2015) delineated a difference between
cancer ‘survivor’ and ‘survivorship’. The former describes the in-
dividual who has had a diagnosis of cancer, while the latter refers to
the ongoing healthcare needs of the individual.

In his highly influential paper, Seasons of Survival, Fitzhugh
Mullen (1985) divided cancer survivorship into three distinct
‘seasons’; acute, extended and permanent. Acute Survival begins at
diagnosis, characterized by diagnosis, treatment, fear, anxiety, and
uncertainty about the future. Extended Survival begins at the end of
treatment, or the point of remission. Extended survival is an indi-
vidual experience, reliant on the individuals' adaptability and life
situation. Watchful waiting, fear of recurrence, physical limitations
and isolation from healthcare professionals (HCP's) are dis-
tinguishing elements of this phase. Finally, permanent survival is
characterized by an evolving sense of being cured. However, the
individual has been irrevocably affected by their experience of
cancer physically, psychologically and socially.

Several concept analyses have examined survival in adulthood.
However, these analyses focus on breast cancer survivorship
among African-American women (Farmer and Smith, 2002), sur-
vivorship of chronic illness (Peck, 2008), cancer survivorship
(Doyle, 2008) and cancer survivors (Hebdon et al., 2015) (Table 1).
Little work has been undertaken to build upon the theories
developed within these concept analyses, nor to examine the val-
idity of these conceptual models among survivors with different
types of cancer. Furthermore, much of the cancer survivorship
literature has been influenced by North American perspectives,
with publication in the field driven by the seminal works of Mullen
(1985) and the Institute of Medicine (IOM) (2006). Cancer survi-
vorship has only become a priority in Europe relatively recently, as
survival rates have improved over the past twenty years
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2015).
The understanding of cancer survivorship will continue to evolve
and mature as culturally diverse views of the concept emerge.
Predicted increases in the rate of CRC survivorship will underpin
continuing empirical attention to the experiences and outcomes of
CRC survivors. It is therefore imperative that such pursuits are
grounded in appropriate conceptual foundation. The core attributes
of cancer survivorship proposed by Doyle (2008) remain salient, as
cancer survivorship is indeed:

“A dynamic, emerging concept pertinent to all cancer care and
may be defined as a process beginning at diagnosis and
involving uncertainty. It is a life-changing experience, with a
duality of positive and negative aspects unique to the individual
experience but with universality.” (Doyle, 2008, p. 502)

However, it is necessary to revisit the concept of cancer survi-
vorship to ensure that the antecedents, attributes, consequences
and definition of cancer survivorship reflect the experiences of
homogenous tumour groups, as well as cultural, clinical and po-
litical maturations of the concept. Therefore, this concept analysis
intends to extend the conceptual framework of Doyle (2008),
examining its application to the concept of cancer survivorship in
the context of CRC.

3. Concept analysis

Concepts are the building blocks of theory (Rodgers, 2000b).
However, problems arise when concepts are extensively used, as
ambiguity arises in the definition and terminology describing the
concept (Rodgers and Knafl, 2000). Without clear conceptual
foundation, the quality of subsequent research and theory devel-
opment is weakened (Weaver and Mitcham, 2008). Research on
cancer survivorship issues has flourished over the past three de-
cades. However, early interpretations of cancer survivorship may
fail to fully encompass conceptual attributes as knowledge in the
field develops (Walker and Avant, 1995). A PUBMED search of
cancer survivorship terms (Fig. 1) yielded over one million results,
with almost 300,000 papers published since Doyle (2008). Fig. 1
highlights the influential nature of seminal publications by
Mullen (1985) and IOM (2006). Therefore Rodgers (1989) Evolu-
tionary Method of Concept Analysis guides this paper, as it recog-
nises the dynamic, interrelated nature of reality, and acknowledges
that the use, application and significance of a concept may change
over time.

4. Methods

The Rodgers (1989) method of concept analysis comprises of
eight cyclical stages which facilitates inductive inquiry using a
rigorous analytical approach to clarify the concept within the
bounds of a particular context (Fig. 2). Identification of the concept
attributes is a fundamental step in concept analysis, as they
compose a definition of the concept which permits appropriate and
effective use. Conceptual clarity is fostered as the antecedents,
consequences, surrogate terms, references, and model case are
described (Rodgers, 1989).

5. Data sources

PUBMED, CINAHL, PsycINFO and the Cochrane library were
systematically searched in November 2016 (Table 2). Searches were
limited to English language literature, and studies which included
participants aged 18 years or older. To be eligible for review, pub-
lications must have referred to individuals with a diagnosis of CRC.
Literature published prior to the publication of IOM (2006) were
excluded, as it is a seminal publication which has shaped the di-
rection of cancer survivorship care and research. Furthermore, the
concept analysis by Doyle (2008) encompassed literature published
prior to 2006. The volume of international grey literature on the
subject of cancer survivorship has increased exponentially over the
past decade in print and electronic form, thanks to the accessibility
of social media platforms and other methods of self-publication.
Combined with natural language barriers, it would not be
possible to obtain an internationally representative sample of grey
literature, and therefore lay perspectives have been excluded from
this concept analysis. Nevertheless, this concept analysis makes an
important contribution to the body of nursing knowledge. Sources
were managed in EndNote 7.0. Duplicate and irrelevant studies
were excluded following a review of the titles and abstracts. This
resulted in 170 unique publications (Fig. 3). Eighty-five were
randomly selected for review, accounting for 50% of eligible papers,
exceeding the 20% recommended by Rodgers (2000a).

6. Data analysis

Thematic analysis of the data was guided by Braun and Clarke
(2006). All included sources were read to gain familiarity with
the literature. Included papers were imported to NVIVO 10, initial
codes were generated and categorized into attributes, antecedents,
consequences and referents. The codes within each category were
analysed separately to identify potential themes. Codes were
organized and reorganized into themes within each category until



Table 1
Antecedents, attributes and consequences of survivorship and cancer survivorship reported in previous concept analyses.

Authors Farmer and Smith (2002) Peck (2008) Doyle (2008) Hebdon et al. (2015)

Concept Breast Cancer Survivorship
for African-American
Women

Survivorship Cancer Survivorship Survivor in the context of cancer

Model Rodgers Walker and Avant Rodgers Walker and Avant
Antecedents � Cancer diagnosis � Person with established future memories

� Baseline or stable quality of life
� Event/disease/trauma which leads to

suffering and forces one to face his/her
mortality

� Cancer diagnosis � Diagnosis of cancer
� Treatment of cancer
� Being alive

Attributes � Complex
� Individualized
� Process
� Unique
� Relational
� Dynamic

� Acceptance of current and past life
circumstances

� Altered self-image and self-identity
which fully incorporates past events

� Modified future memories which
incorporate new life circumstances

� The process
beginning at
diagnosis

� Uncertainty
� Life-changing

experience
� Duality of positive

and negative
aspects

� Individual
experience with
universality

An individual:
� who is living with a history of malignancy,
� who has lived through a difficult experience such as

cancer treatment,
� has been impacted in positive and negative ways by the

experience, and
� whose experience is personal and contextual

Consequences � Physical
� Psychosocial
� Spiritual
� Socioeconomic

� Quality of life improved or returned to
baseline

� Ability to live in harmony with
ramifications

� Fewer exacerbations secondary to
accommodating lifestyle to fit new
future memories

� Complete biopsychosocial adaption
� Ability to find meaning in experience, be

it spiritual, meaning, logical meaning or
both

� Continued vulnerability, be it positive or
negative

� Physical health
� Psychological

health
� Social health
� Spiritual health

� The individual does not survive unaffected
� Experiences physical, emotional, financial and social

challenges
� Needs support from external sources
� Positive outcomes including improved self-advocacy, a

sense of well-being, and victory of overcoming a
challenge.

Fig. 1. Cancer survivorship publications search of PUBMED database, 1983e2015.
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comprehensive definitions were generated for each category. In
keeping with the iterative approach to analysis advocated by
Rodgers (1989), the themeswere evaluated firstly against the coded
extracts, and subsequently against the included sources to ensure
thematic accuracy, and rule out oversight of any additional themes.
Finally, the themes were compared to those of Doyle (2008) to
establish similarities and differences in the proposed conceptual
framework. Annotation, memo and link functions in NVIVO 10were
used in conjunction with reflective journaling to ensure critical
reflection on the process of data collection and analysis.



Fig. 2. Rodgers’ evolutionary method of concept analysis.
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7. Results

7.1. Antecedents

The primary antecedent of CRC survivorship is the staging and
diagnosis of a newmalignant growthwithin the tissues of the colon
or rectum, which may or may not have a genetic origin. The diag-
nosis may be preceded by changed bowel habits, including con-
stipation, diarrhoea, or bleeding from the rectum.
7.2. Surrogate terms

Surrogate terms used to describe cancer survivorship include
‘living beyond cancer’, ‘life after cancer’ and ‘living with cancer’.
Terms which are related to cancer survivorship include ‘cancer
survival’, ‘cancer survivor’ and ‘remission’. Although these surro-
gate phrases were deemed suitable alternatives to cancer
Table 2
Database search strategies.

Database Search Terms

PUBMED (((((“Colorectal Neoplasms”Mesh] OR “Colonic Neoplasms” [Mesh] OR “R
OR neoplasms OR cancer OR cancers OR carcinoma OR carcinomas OR
[Title/Abstract]))) AND ((colonic OR colon OR rectal OR rectum OR colo
AND ((“Survivors” [Mesh]) AND ((Survivor OR cancer survivor OR surv
survivorship, cancer OR survivor, cancer [Title/Abstract])))

CINAHL (TI (colonic OR colon OR rectal OR rectumOR colorectal OR anal or anus)
OR colorectal OR anal or anus)) AND (TI (neoplasm OR neoplasms OR can
OR tumour OR tumours OR tumor OR tumors) OR AB (neoplasm OR neo
OR carcinomas OR tumour OR tumours OR tumor OR tumors)) AND (TI (
OR cancer survivorship OR survivorship, cancer OR survivor, cancer) O
survivorship OR cancer survivorship OR survivorship, cancer OR surviv

PsycINFO (TI (neoplasm OR neoplasms OR cancer OR cancers OR carcinoma OR ca
OR tumors) OR AB (neoplasm OR neoplasms OR cancer OR cancers OR
tumours OR tumor OR tumors)) AND (TI (colonic OR colon OR rectal OR r
(colonic OR colon OR rectal OR rectum OR colorectal OR anal OR anus)
survivorship OR cancer survivorship OR survivorship, cancer OR survivo
OR survivorship OR cancer survivorship OR survivorship, cancer OR su

The Cochrane
Library

(((colonic OR colon OR rectal OR rectumOR colorectal OR anal or anus: ti
OR cancers OR carcinoma OR carcinomas OR tumour OR tumours OR tu
cancer survivor OR survivorship OR cancer survivorship OR survivorsh
survivorship, theymay fail to encompass survivors who have active
disease. Nevertheless, the phrases ‘living beyond’, ‘life after’ and
‘living with’ cancer were used in situations where individuals did
not wish to identify themselves as a cancer survivor (Chambers
et al., 2012a).

7.3. Attributes

The attributes of cancer survivorship identified by Doyle (2008)
were used as a framework to present the thematic analysis of the
literature pertaining to CRC survivorship (Table 1). The framework
is extended with the identification of a further attribute, Navigating
Systems and Resources. Cancer survivorship in the context of CRC
may be defined as a process which begins at diagnosis, paved with
uncertainty, with positive, as well as negative outcomes. Ulti-
mately, the life-changing experience of illness and recovery are
highly individualized, with needs specific to the individual and the
experience of CRC itself. As a result, survivors must become
resourceful, learning to navigate the complexities of the healthcare
system and the resources available to them.

7.3.1. The process beginning at diagnosis
Few published studies define cancer survivorship in the context

of their research. Of those who do, most agree cancer survivorship
begins at the point of diagnosis, persisting through periods of
remission and end of life care (Appleton et al., 2013; Chambers
et al., 2012a; McCaughan et al., 2012). However, there are consid-
erable inconsistencies in the timeframe and disease stage inclusion
criteria of research involving CRC survivors. Less than half of
reviewed studies clearly reported including CRC survivors receiving
treatment, or living with recurrent or metastatic disease (Fig. 4;
Fig. 5).

Few authors explicitly acknowledge diagnosis as the starting
point of cancer survivorship, representing the origin of cancer
survivorship as a transcendence or transition from patient to sur-
vivor (Appleton et al., 2013; Bains et al., 2012; Gordon et al., 2008,
2012; McCaughan et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2013; Salsman et al.,
2011; Snyder et al., 2008b; Soerjomataram et al., 2012). Despite
this, survivors themselves recognize the importance of diagnosis
and treatment in the continuum of cancer survivorship, as CRC
survivors relate the symptoms and difficulties of these periods to
their experiences of cancer survivorship (Anderson et al., 2013;
Search Options Results Search
Date

ectal Neoplasms” [Mesh]))) OR ((((neoplasm
tumour OR tumours OR tumor OR tumors
rectal OR anal OR anus [Title/Abstract])))))
ivorship OR cancer survivorship OR

Filter:
Humans
Adult: 19 þ years

576 24/11/
2016

OR AB (colonic OR colon OR rectal OR rectum
cer OR cancers OR carcinoma OR carcinomas
plasms OR cancer OR cancers OR carcinoma
Survivor OR cancer survivor OR survivorship
R AB (Survivor OR cancer survivor OR
or, cancer))

Search modes:
Boolean/Phrase

309 24/11/
2016

rcinomas OR tumour OR tumours OR tumor
carcinoma OR carcinomas OR tumour OR
ectum OR colorectal OR anal OR anus) OR AB
) AND (TI (Survivor OR cancer survivor OR
r, cancer) OR AB (Survivor OR cancer survivor
rvivor, cancer))

Search modes:
Boolean/Phrase

288 24/11/
2016

,ab) AND (neoplasmOR neoplasms OR cancer
mor OR tumors: ti,ab)) AND (Survivor OR
ip, cancer OR survivor, cancer))

98 24/11/
2016



Fig. 3. Concept analysis PRISMA flow diagram.
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Appleton et al., 2013; McCaughan et al., 2012; Nikoletti et al., 2008;
Palmer et al., 2013).

There is consensus that the experience of cancer impacts upon
the individuals’ remaining life. Survivorship is often described as a
process incorporating diagnosis and treatment, progressing into an
altered life punctuated by both positive and negative consequences
of the disease and its treatment (Appleton et al., 2013; Chambers
et al., 2012a; Palmer et al., 2013). The dynamic process of survi-
vorship in CRC is characterized by multiple mechanisms. Decision-
making processes take priority during the diagnosis and treatment
phases (Lynch et al., 2008b). When treatment is complete, moni-
toring for recurrence becomes a priority for HCP's (Brawarsky et al.,
2013; Carpentier et al., 2013; Cooper et al., 2008; Esplen et al., 2007;
Hu et al., 2011; Salz et al., 2009). Meanwhile, the survivor becomes
preoccupied with healing, recovery, adjustment, adaption and
coping processes (Appleton et al., 2013; Chambers et al., 2012b; Di
Fig. 4. Proportions of studies using sel
Fabio et al., 2008; Esplen et al., 2007; Grant et al., 2011; Loi, 2011;
McCaughan et al., 2012; Nikoletti et al., 2008; Serpentini et al.,
2011). The recovery process occurs in a manner and pace unique
to each individual (Appleton et al., 2013). The survivor may engage
in a period of post-traumatic growth, using techniques including
goal setting, meaningmaking and benefit finding to return to, or re-
conceptualize ‘normal’ life (Appleton et al., 2013; Chambers et al.,
2012a; Nikoletti et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2013; Salsman et al.,
2009; Soerjomataram et al., 2012).
7.3.2. Uncertainty
Cancer survivors live with a sense of uncertainty from the

moment of diagnosis. Bowel dysfunction arising from CRC treat-
ment is a constant reminder of potential recurrence, as symptoms
resemble those experienced prior to diagnosis (Custers et al., 2016;
Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; McCaughan et al., 2012). Fear of
ected timeframes of survivorship.



Fig. 5. Proportions of studies including colorectal cancer survivors with selected stages of disease.
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recurrence may be heightened by inadequate support structures,
perceptions of ‘abandonment’ by HCP's following treatment, and
unexplained deviations from the plan of follow-up care or sur-
veillance (McCaughan et al., 2012; Tofthagen, 2010). Survivors may
be confronted by the fragility of their survival when a peer expe-
riences recurrence (McCaughan et al., 2012). However, the impact
of fear of recurrence could bemoderated through adoption of a ‘que
sera sera’ or ‘that's life’ attitude and use of survivorship care plans
(Anderson et al., 2013; Faul et al., 2012; McCaughan et al., 2012;
McMullen et al., 2008).

For those who require an ostomy, it may impact on physical,
functional, psychological and social aspects of life (Caravati-
Jouvenceaux et al., 2011; Mols et al., 2014). Following ostomy for-
mation there was a period of trial and error for CRC survivors as
they learned to cope with altered digestive function and identify
appropriate ostomy equipment (Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; Grant
et al., 2011; McMullen et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2013). Survivors
spoke of unpredictability when describing the loss of control over
the body that came about as a result of the ostomy. Ostomy function
varied daily, causing embarrassment and loss of confidence as
leakage, incontinence or flatulence from the ostomy were antici-
pated (Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; Grant et al., 2011; McMullen
et al., 2008; Ramirez et al., 2009). Living with an ostomy and the
chronic effects of CRC becomes a careful balancing act between
competing priorities for survivors, as they attempt to resolve the
joy of having survived with the sadness of living with the unpre-
dictable, sometimes humiliating consequences of CRC (McMullen
et al., 2008).

Survivors’ may find themselves in a position where they are no
longer able to engage in the work or activities they enjoyed prior to
diagnosis due to the physical consequences of CRC (Anderson et al.,
2013; Domati et al., 2011; Gordon et al., 2008; Grant et al., 2011;
Hanly et al., 2013; McCaughan et al., 2012; Sisler et al., 2012;
Thong et al., 2011a; Tofthagen, 2010). The precarious nature of
employment caused survivors financial distress, in turn contrib-
uting to poorer psychological well-being (Baravelli et al., 2009;
Gordon et al., 2008; Grant et al., 2011; Lundy et al., 2009).
Furthermore, employment insecurity may result in some CRC sur-
vivors concealing the extent of their disease and risk of recurrence
from employers and insurers. More than two-thirds of survivors
indicate they would not inform their employer or health insurance
company if they were diagnosed with a hereditary form of CRC
(Esplen et al., 2007).

Up to two-thirds of CRC survivors wish to undergo genetic
screening, as they believe it may assist them in planning for their
future healthcare, family planning and life enjoyment (Cragun
et al., 2012). However, the prospect of having a hereditary form of
CRC caused clinically significant symptoms of anxiety and
depression in almost two-fifths of CRC survivors (Esplen et al.,
2007). Furthermore, survivors revealed difficulties disseminating
information about genetic risk to family members, as they strug-
gled with guilt and worry about the risk of cancer for their off-
spring (Esplen et al., 2007).

The process of survivorship occurs parallel to the normal aging
process (McCaughan et al., 2012; Phipps et al., 2008; Ramirez et al.,
2009). Up to four-fifths of CRC survivors experience co-morbid
health conditions, which may be more limiting than living with
an ostomy or CRC in some circumstances (Anderson et al., 2013;
McMullen et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2013; Phipps et al., 2008;
Soerjomataram et al., 2012). As a result, some CRC survivors
describe difficulties attributing physical and psychosocial symp-
toms to the experience of cancer, rather blaming age or co-
morbidity (McCaughan et al., 2012; Ramirez et al., 2009).

7.3.3. Life-changing experience
CRC survivors' quality of life (QOL) may be negatively influenced

by the presence of an ostomy, level of physical activity and the
experience of chronic symptoms including pain, fatigue, anxiety,
changes in bowel habit and sexual dysfunction, with some variation
in these effects between genders (Chambers et al., 2012b; Di Fabio
et al., 2008; Domati et al., 2011; Krouse et al., 2009; Lynch et al.,
2007b, 2008a, 2011; Milbury et al., 2013; Peddle et al., 2008a;
Ristvedt and Trinkaus, 2009; Sun et al., 2015; Thraen-Borowski
et al., 2013). Despite this, survivors’ rate their health and QOL
positively, in some cases improving over time, with long-term
survivors reporting QOL levels comparable to normative pop-
ulations (Caravati-Jouvenceaux et al., 2011; Chambers et al., 2012a,
2012b; Di Fabio et al., 2008; Jansen et al., 2011; Phipps et al., 2008;
Ristvedt and Trinkaus, 2009; Serpentini et al., 2011; Soerjomataram
et al., 2012; Steginga et al., 2009; Thong et al., 2011a, 2011b). Several
authors suggest positive ratings of QOL are a consequence of
response shift, or positive reframing. Although some survivors
struggle to come to terms with bodily changes and chronic treat-
ment effects, many are capable of remarkable resilience, reframing
the experience of symptoms or presence of an ostomy over time
(McCaughan et al., 2012; McMullen et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2013).
Survivors may identify positive consequences of cancer, including
appreciation for life, gratitude, strengthening of relationships,
changing priorities and hope for the future (Appleton et al., 2013;
Grant et al., 2011; McMullen et al., 2008; Nikoletti et al., 2008;
Ramirez et al., 2009). For many, the new normal of the body and
bodily function were things to adapt to and live with, and were
better than possible alternatives to their situation, such as more
aggressive types of cancer, treatment, or death (Appleton et al.,
2013; Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; McCaughan et al., 2012;
McMullen et al., 2008; Ramirez et al., 2009).
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The diagnosis of CRC and the implications of treatment were a
considerable upheaval in an individual's life (Appleton et al., 2013;
Palmer et al., 2013). As survivors overcome the diagnosis and
treatment periods, the perceived threat on life reduces, and the
individuals' identity transcends that of patient. The individual may
either adopt the identity of survivor, or avoid an illness-related
identity entirely, instead conceptualizing themselves as a person
who had cancer (Chambers et al., 2012a). The transition in self-
identity is unique to each individual, occurring within a di-
chotomy of positive and negative experiences (Appleton et al.,
2013). As CRC survivors begin to re-evaluate their lives in the
aftermath of a life-threatening event, theymay appreciate life more
than a person who did not have such a life experience, feel psy-
chologically stronger for having endured illness and have an
altruistic desire to ‘give back’ through peer-support, advising HCP's,
and engaging in research (Appleton et al., 2013; Baravelli et al.,
2009; Grant et al., 2011; Ho et al., 2015; Loi, 2011; McCaughan
et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2013; Serpentini et al., 2011; Tofthagen,
2010).

7.3.4. Duality of positive and negative aspects
Adjusting to the period of cancer survivorship is fraught with

challenges arising from the complications and long-term effects of
CRC and its treatment, and required CRC survivors to make changes
in their lives. Changes in lifestyle are positive and necessary to
regain health, enhance life and reduce stress (Anderson et al., 2013;
Palmer et al., 2013; Pullar et al., 2012). However, where a CRC
survivor believed they had led a relatively healthy life prior to
diagnosis, lifestyle changes are not considered a helpful behaviour
(Anderson et al., 2013; Mols et al., 2012). Thus, changes in lifestyle
are made with a degree of uncertainty, accompanied by conflicting
or confusing information (Anderson et al., 2013; Haggstrom et al.,
2009; McMullen et al., 2008; Nikoletti et al., 2008).

Although heavy smoking or alcohol intake among CRC survivors
is infrequent, many survivors fail to meet physical activity, body
mass index and fruit and vegetable intake recommendations
(Chambers et al., 2012a, 2012b; Grimmett et al., 2011; Hawkes et al.,
2008; James et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2009; Lynch et al., 2007a,
2008c; McGowan et al., 2013; Peddle et al., 2008a, 2008b; Pullar
et al., 2012; Speed-Andrews et al., 2012, 2013; Thraen-Borowski
et al., 2013; Wijndaele et al., 2009). Achieving recommended
levels of physical activity may be difficult if the survivor is experi-
encing chronic effects of CRC, treatment or co-morbidities
(Anderson et al., 2013; Chambers et al., 2009; Hawkes et al.,
2008; Lynch et al., 2007a, 2008c; Palmer et al., 2013). Changes in
diet are as much to do with attaining a sense of control over bowel
function or ostomy output, as it is to control the disease trajectory,
and prevent recurrence (Anderson et al., 2013; Esplen et al., 2007;
Grant et al., 2011; McMullen et al., 2008; Nikoletti et al., 2008;
Palmer et al., 2013; Pullar et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2015). Bowel
control is a significant challenge for CRC survivors, and a systematic
regime of medication, dietary management and self-devised
management strategies are developed by survivors to manage
bowel dysfunction (Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; Grant et al., 2012;
Nikoletti et al., 2008; Sun et al., 2015).

Survivors may outgrow the identity of cancer patient, but
continue to have difficulties re-integrating to normal life
(McCaughan et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2013). Returning to normal
was a major goal for many CRC survivors, but unfortunately it was
not always possible due to changes in bodily function (Desnoo and
Faithfull, 2006; McCaughan et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2013). Rather,
survivors described an evolving ‘new normal’ from the limbo
experienced at the end of treatment, becoming accustomed to
persistent side-effects or formation of an ostomy. This new normal
required CRC survivors to take a steep learning curve and develop
new coping strategies (McCaughan et al., 2012; McMullen et al.,
2008). Gendered differences in adjustment and need for support
were identified by Grant et al. (2011) and McCaughan et al. (2012).
However, the specific effect of gender remains debatable. Males
tend to downplay symptom effects, support needs and challenges
with adjustment, while females admit difficulties with adjustment,
but develop strategies to manage symptoms and minimize their
impact (Grant et al., 2011; McCaughan et al., 2012). Despite quali-
tative studies suggesting male survivors adopt more stoic attitudes
to physical and psychosocial issues, quantitative research indicates
males may in fact suffer greater distress, have poorer coping skills
and experience worse social well-being than their female coun-
terparts (Au et al., 2012; Goldzweig et al., 2009; Ristvedt and
Trinkaus, 2009).

The societal de-stigmatization of cancer assists survivors to re-
turn to a conventional daily life within the constraints of their new
normality. Individuals felt the increased awareness of cancer and
greater opportunity to openly discuss cancer fostered hope
(Appleton et al., 2013). Yet, CRC remains a taboo subject, not just
because it is perceived as a disease of lifestyle (Anderson et al.,
2013), but because there is a societal aversion to faeces (Ramirez
et al., 2009). Survivors feel it is inappropriate to discuss the con-
sequences of the disease openly, instead using euphemisms to
describe their cancer, its treatment, and side-effects (Desnoo and
Faithfull, 2006). This stigma is heavily intertwined with the
theme of hiding away. Aside from dietary changes, CRC survivors
felt the presence of an ostomy impacted upon their ability to
engage in physical and social activities, and significantly impacted
upon their body image (Grant et al., 2011; Loi, 2011; McCaughan
et al., 2012; McMullen et al., 2008; Mols et al., 2014). Hiding
away involved a process of concealing the ostomy or avoiding sit-
uations where their ostomymay be seen by others (McMullen et al.,
2008; Ramirez et al., 2009).

The theme of hiding away extended to include CRC survivors
who experienced difficulties with bowel dysfunction. Such survi-
vors spoke about the isolation and avoidance of social activities
which resulted from erratic changes to bowel patterns and loss of
bowel control (Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; Grant et al., 2011).
Hiding away impacted upon survivors' relationships with spouses,
family members and friends. Furthermore, the need to be close to
toilet facilities to avoid accidents and embarrassment limited the
survivors’ ability to travel and engage in daily activities (Desnoo
and Faithfull, 2006; Grant et al., 2011; Krouse et al., 2009; Loi,
2011; McCaughan et al., 2012; Nikoletti et al., 2008).

The frequency of sexual activity declined for over one-third of
CRC survivors, a consequence of sexual dysfunction and negative
body image (Domati et al., 2011; Ellis et al., 2010; Ramirez et al.,
2009). Those who experienced difficulties with body image and
sexuality sought to hide away by withdrawing from, avoiding or
altering approaches to sexual intimacy, thus circumventing
perceived embarrassment or vulnerability (Altschuler et al., 2009;
Grant et al., 2011; McMullen et al., 2008; Ramirez et al., 2009).
Such strategies contributed to a sense of loss for CRC survivors.
However, this loss could be mediated in some circumstances by
identifying alternative self-management strategies, being grateful
for life and having a supportive family or spouse (Au et al., 2012;
Chambers et al., 2012b; McMullen et al., 2008; Nikoletti et al.,
2008; Ramirez et al., 2009). Indeed, having an empathetic, sup-
portive spouse was crucial to CRC survivors’ psychosocial adjust-
ment to having an ostomy (Altschuler et al., 2009; Goldzweig et al.,
2009).

Survivors gained confidence by learning to manage bowel
dysfunction and other symptoms over time and regaining some
aspects of their normal life prior to cancer (Desnoo and Faithfull,
2006; McCaughan et al., 2012). Building confidence entailed
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identifying patterns in bowel function, making changes in lifestyle,
and seeking information (McCaughan et al., 2012). Goal setting was
integral to this process of rebuilding and regaining, bringing sur-
vivors a sense of hope, and allowing them to evaluate their progress
toward their goals (Anderson et al., 2013; Appleton et al., 2013;
Palmer et al., 2013).

7.3.5. Individual experience of illness and recovery
Each individual experiences the process of diagnosis, treatment

and recovery uniquely, depending on their coping mechanisms and
support structures (McCaughan et al., 2012). The transition from
life during treatment to life after treatment brings various chal-
lenges for each cancer survivor, and the rate at which each indi-
vidual recovers from and adjusts to these challenges is variable
(Appleton et al., 2013; McCaughan et al., 2012). The idea of
‘normality’ after cancer treatment varied substantially, ranging
from a desire to return to prior form or devise a new normality.
Factors influencing normality are diverse and heavily influence the
survivors' confidence and growth. These factors include the type
and severity of symptoms experienced, and the success and
acceptability of self-management strategies employed to regain
control of bodily functions (Bains et al., 2012; Desnoo and Faithfull,
2006; Grant et al., 2011).

CRC survivors may experience disparity in care and outcomes of
cancer treatment due to ethnicity, age, and access to health insur-
ance, adding a further facet to the individual experience of CRC
survivorship (Chambers et al., 2012b; Haggstrom et al., 2009;
Schneider et al., 2007; Steginga et al., 2009). Similar to other
groups of cancer survivors, the timing, need and ability to process
cancer-related information is highly individualized, yet HCP's do
not always tailor responses to survivors' circumstances (Anderson
et al., 2013; Baravelli et al., 2009). Despite these challenges, resil-
ience and the ability to re-appraise life allows CRC survivors' to
appreciate life, in some cases to a greater degree than one who had
not experienced cancer (Serpentini et al., 2011).

7.3.6. Navigating systems and resources
Upon diagnosis of CRC, survivors must learn how to navigate the

healthcare system. The multitude of healthcare providers, variance
in models of care provision, and fragmentation of healthcaremeant
this could be a protracted and complex experience (Baravelli et al.,
2009; Gordon et al., 2012; Haggstrom et al., 2009; Sisler et al., 2012;
Snyder et al., 2008a, b). Survivors may attend multiple physicians
for follow-up care, including a medical oncologist, a radiation
oncologist, a surgeon, a gastroenterologist and a primary care
practitioner, each with different objectives for survivorship care
(Baravelli et al., 2009; Haggstrom et al., 2009). The complexity of
the process means that some CRC survivors fall through the cracks
of follow-up; as many as one-quarter do not believe they are
receiving cancer-related follow-up care (Haggstrom et al., 2009).
The difficulty experienced by CRC survivors in managing and
navigating follow-up is further highlighted by Gordon et al. (2012),
as more than half had difficulty accurately recalling medical ap-
pointments over the past six months.

There is a substantial risk that surveillance for cancer recurrence
may be prioritized above the management of chronic effects and
provision of information and support to survivors (Di Fabio et al.,
2008; Phipps et al., 2008; Tofthagen, 2010). Haggstrom et al.
(2009) reports that just seven percent of CRC survivors attended
amedical professional formanagement of side-effects, compared to
eighty-five percent who attend for follow-up tests. Inadequate
support and symptom management by HCP's result in survivors
experiencing confusion (Tofthagen, 2010). Where support from
HCP's is inadequate, CRC survivors believe theymust be responsible
for their health at the end of treatment, and try to devise self-
management strategies and self-sufficiency in the absence of
medical support (Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; Grant et al., 2011;
McMullen et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2013). On the other hand,
egalitarian relationships between HCP's and the survivor eased the
complexity of managing residual effects, developing self-
management strategies and navigating follow-up care (Appleton
et al., 2013; Palmer et al., 2013). Egalitarian relationships were
characterized by ease of access to information and open commu-
nication between the survivor and HCP (Appleton et al., 2013).

A significant theme in the period following treatment is the met
and unmet needs of CRC survivors'. Survivors experienced a broad
range of health, information and support needs arising from CRC.
Specific support and information needs for CRC survivors pertain to
the management of the ostomy and altered bowel function. Diet
and lifestyle advice were particularly prominent needs within the
reviewed literature, as survivors express frustration about con-
flicting or confusing information and the trial and error approach to
symptom management advocated by HCP's (Anderson et al., 2013;
Haggstrom et al., 2009; Ho et al., 2015; McMullen et al., 2008;
Nikoletti et al., 2008; Pullar et al., 2012; Sanoff et al., 2015). The
general needs of CRC survivors reflect those of the heterogeneous
population of cancer survivors, and relate to the psychological and
social consequences of cancer. Few CRC survivors' are explicitly
asked about their emotional well-being in the aftermath of treat-
ment, though most find such enquiry useful (Baravelli et al., 2009).
Furthermore, CRC survivors highlight difficulties accessing
specialist psychological support for both themselves and their
family members (Anderson et al., 2013; Grant et al., 2011). The
timing of support and information is crucial, but the point at which
the survivor is ready to process such information is highly indi-
vidualized (Anderson et al., 2013; Haggstrom et al., 2009; Nikoletti
et al., 2008).

As CRC survivors enter the post-treatment period the frequency
of contact with HCP's reduces, thus the level of support diminishes
(McCaughan et al., 2012; Tofthagen, 2010). Unfortunately, some
survivors may not benefit from, or desire to be involved in cancer
support groups, due to difficulty discussing bowel-related concerns
in a general cancer support forum because of embarrassment or
lack of sensitivity from others (Baravelli et al., 2009; McCaughan
et al., 2012; McMullen et al., 2008). Despite these issues, CRC sur-
vivors demonstrate particular resourcefulness in securing infor-
mation and support outside the hospital environment, using
telephone helplines, information booklets, internet resources,
cancer peer-support, counselling, complementary/alternative
medicine, and family support (Anderson et al., 2013; Appleton et al.,
2013; Lawsin et al., 2007; McCaughan et al., 2012; McMullen et al.,
2008; Nikoletti et al., 2008; Ramirez et al., 2009; Stein et al., 2009;
Tofthagen, 2010).

7.4. Consequences

In keeping with the framework of Doyle (2008), the conse-
quences of CRC survivorship are presented in relation to physical,
psychological, social and spiritual health, and an additional theme,
the constellation of met and unmet survivorship needs. QOL is a
central concept to the consequences of CRC survivorship. Although
QOL and the burden of chronic symptoms may improve over time,
it remains that survivors continue to experience significant chal-
lenges in the years following diagnosis and treatment.

7.4.1. Physical health
CRC survivors experience an abundance of physical effects as a

direct result of cancer and its treatment. Thosewho survive CRC live
with particular physical symptoms arising from chemotherapy,
bowel surgery, and pelvic radiotherapy. Like other tumour groups,
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CRC survivors may experience pain, sleep disturbance and fatigue
(Anderson et al., 2013; Domati et al., 2011; Grant et al., 2011;
Grimmett et al., 2011; Jansen et al., 2011; McCaughan et al., 2012;
Peddle et al., 2008a; Phipps et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2007;
Shun et al., 2011; Sisler et al., 2012; Stein et al., 2009; Thong
et al., 2011b, 2013). However, side-effects particular to CRC survi-
vors include weight changes; sexual dysfunction (erectile prob-
lems, vaginal dryness, dyspareunia), upper gastrointestinal
disturbances (food intolerance, nausea, vomiting, loss of appetite),
and bowel dysfunction (constipation, diarrhoea, abdominal
cramping, flatulence, incontinence, urgency, frequency) (Anderson
et al., 2013; Bailey et al., 2015; Caravati-Jouvenceaux et al., 2011;
Den Oudsten et al., 2012; Di Fabio et al., 2008; Ellis et al., 2010;
Grant et al., 2011; Grimmett et al., 2011; Jansen et al., 2011; Lynch
et al., 2008b; McMullen et al., 2008; Milbury et al., 2013; Nikoletti
et al., 2008; Phipps et al., 2008; Ramirez et al., 2009; Ristvedt and
Trinkaus, 2009; Sanoff et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2007; Serpen-
tini et al., 2011; Sisler et al., 2012; Thong et al., 2011a, 2011b; Ver-
haar et al., 2015).

CRC survivors report difficulties with peripheral neuropathy, an
irreversible effect of chemotherapy, which causes pain, paraes-
thesia and cramping of the hands and feet, affecting survivors’
mobility and daily activities (Ho et al., 2015; Padman et al., 2015;
Palmer et al., 2013; Sanoff et al., 2015; Tofthagen, 2010). In addi-
tion, those who lived with an ostomy as a consequence of cancer
survival were more likely to experience hernia and skin care issues
at the ostomy site (pain, irritation, rash and fungal infection)
(Hornbrook et al., 2011; Lynch et al., 2008b; McMullen et al., 2008).

7.4.2. Psychological health
The psychological aspect of cancer survivorship is significant.

Fear of recurrence, depression, anxiety and distress are enduring
issues for some survivors, heightened around the time of clinical
appointments (Appleton et al., 2013; Chambers et al., 2012b; Dunn
et al., 2013; Esplen et al., 2007; Faul et al., 2012; Krouse et al., 2009;
Lawsin et al., 2007; Loi, 2011; Lynch et al., 2008c; McCaughan et al.,
2012; Milbury et al., 2013; Nikoletti et al., 2008; Phipps et al., 2008;
Ristvedt and Trinkaus, 2009; Schneider et al., 2007; Shun et al.,
2011; Stein et al., 2009; Thong et al., 2013). The physical effects of
CRC treatment, including bowel dysfunction and peripheral neu-
ropathy had significant negative effects on CRC survivors’ psycho-
logical well-being, body image, and adaption to survivorship
(Bailey et al., 2015; Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; Ho et al., 2015;
McMullen et al., 2008; Padman et al., 2015; Palmer et al., 2013;
Phipps et al., 2008; Schneider et al., 2007; Serpentini et al., 2011;
Thong et al., 2011b; Tofthagen, 2010). Despite these conse-
quences, some survivors undergo post-traumatic growth. Many
learn to cope with the effects of cancer therapy to the extent where
they may no longer consider them major problems, eventually
becoming more comfortable with their body image, and deriving
strength and resilience from the experience of cancer (Appleton
et al., 2013; McCaughan et al., 2012; Thong et al., 2011b).

7.4.3. Social health
The themes of isolation and hiding away were particularly

salient to social well-being. CRC survivors may experience poorer
social well-being, particularly in the first five years following
treatment, worsened by changes in employment, financial con-
cerns, inadequate support, symptom distress, and the presence of
an ostomy or bowel dysfunction (Anderson et al., 2013; Baravelli
et al., 2009; Caravati-Jouvenceaux et al., 2011; Domati et al., 2011;
Gordon et al., 2008; Grant et al., 2011; Hanly et al., 2013; Jansen
et al., 2011; Krouse et al., 2009; McCaughan et al., 2012; Ristvedt
and Trinkaus, 2009; Shun et al., 2011; Steginga et al., 2009; Thong
et al., 2011a; Tofthagen, 2010). As a consequence of the physical
effects of CRC, many survivors reduced their social activities to
avoid potential embarrassment and inconvenience in public places
(Loi, 2011; McCaughan et al., 2012; McMullen et al., 2008).
Attending social events requires careful preparation, therefore
toilet mapping and menu planning were important behaviours
undertaken to avoid accidents and embarrassment (Desnoo and
Faithfull, 2006; Nikoletti et al., 2008). The physical and psycho-
logical effects of treatment impacted upon sexual relationships,
particularly for females, as some avoided intimacy due to pain, and
fear of reaction from their partner (Grant et al., 2011; Krouse et al.,
2009; McMullen et al., 2008; Milbury et al., 2013; Ramirez et al.,
2009). However, this was not a problem for all survivors, as they
expressed gratitude for being alive and having a supportive family
or spouse (Chambers et al., 2012b; Nikoletti et al., 2008; Ramirez
et al., 2009).

7.4.4. Spiritual health
As a consequence of the uncertainty brought about by CRC

survivorship, the experience has a unique effect on the survivors'
spirituality. Religiosity assists some survivors' to cope with the
process of survivorship and is associated with more positive QOL
(Loi, 2011; Salsman et al., 2011). As survivors come to terms with a
new normal, they have an opportunity to reappraise their lives,
finding new meaning and benefits in survivorship (Appleton et al.,
2013; Desnoo and Faithfull, 2006; Domati et al., 2011; McMullen
et al., 2008; Ramirez et al., 2009). Survivors may develop a desire
to give back to the healthcare services by providing peer support
and assisting HCP's in research (Appleton et al., 2013; Grant et al.,
2011; Loi, 2011; McCaughan et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2013;
Tofthagen, 2010).

7.4.5. The constellation of met and unmet survivorship needs
Survivors’ develop a constellation of health, information and

support needs as a result of the experience of CRC. Survivors face
new challenges specific to the nature of their disease, encompass-
ing bowel management, ostomy care, health promotion, diet and
lifestyle advice, requiring significant practical and psychological
support to facilitate adjustment (Anderson et al., 2013; Haggstrom
et al., 2009; Ho et al., 2015; McGowan et al., 2013; McMullen et al.,
2008; Nikoletti et al., 2008; Pullar et al., 2012). Other unmet in-
formation and healthcare needs were similar to those of survivors
of other forms of cancer, and included information about diagnosis,
investigations, treatments, prognosis, medication management,
surveillance, follow-up care, genetic risk, management of chronic
side-effects, return to work, financial concerns and who to contact
should cancer-related problems arise (Bains et al., 2012; Baravelli
et al., 2009; Esplen et al., 2007; Faul et al., 2012; Nikoletti et al.,
2008; Sisler et al., 2012; Tofthagen, 2010; Vadaparampil et al.,
2010).

CRC survivors may feel that information and support needs are
not adequately met by HCP's due to reduced contact with health-
care staff following treatment (Grant et al., 2011; Haggstrom et al.,
2009; McCaughan et al., 2012; Palmer et al., 2013; Phipps et al.,
2008; Sisler et al., 2012; Tofthagen, 2010). The psychological
needs of the survivor may be overlooked due to prioritization of
cancer surveillance activities (Baravelli et al., 2009; Di Fabio et al.,
2008). As a result, survivors become resourceful, identifying alter-
native sources of support and information outside the healthcare
environment (Anderson et al., 2013; Nikoletti et al., 2008). Though
the quality of these resources may be questionable, survivors may
feel they are left with little option but to pursue such resources,
particularly if they are encouraged to follow trial and error ap-
proaches to symptom management (Anderson et al., 2013; Desnoo
and Faithfull, 2006; Grant et al., 2011; McMullen et al., 2008;
Palmer et al., 2013).
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7.5. References

CRC survivorshipmay be used to describe the experiences of any
individual who has received a diagnosis of CRC, whether cured or
living with a terminal diagnosis. Survivorship affects the individual,
their families, friends and the HCP's responsible for diagnosis,
treatment, disease surveillance and management of cancer-related
issues.

7.6. Related concepts

QOL remains one of the most commonly used related concepts
within the cancer survivorship literature. However, other concepts
used in relation to CRC survivorship include health behaviour,
illness perception, symptom burden, survivor identity, psycholog-
ical distress, post-traumatic stress, coping, adaption, adjustment,
continuity of care, and unmet need. Although each of these con-
cepts reflect attributes of CRC survivorship, they fail to fully
encompass the diverse, individual and dynamic nature of the
experience.

7.7. Model case

Where a model case possessing all attributes of the concept is
identified rather than constructed, the clarification of the concept is
enriched. However, selecting a model case in the context of CRC
may introduce potential bias, as it would require the selection of an
individual with colon or rectal cancer, thereby failing to fully
embody the concept.

8. Discussion

Historically, cancer survivorship was considered the timeframe
one could expect to live after cancer. As oncology professionals
sought to increase survival rates, the management of survivorship
issues was not prioritized. As cancer survival rates have improved
over the past two decades, cancer survivorship has evolved to
become more than a measure of time. High profile reports from
Reuben (2004) and IOM (2006) facilitated an expansion in the focus
of cancer survivorship research, encompassing the survivor, their
QOL, and their needs in the aftermath of treatment as well as
epidemiological concerns of survival rates, morbidity andmortality.

This study has demonstrated that the attributes and conse-
quences of cancer survivorship within the context of CRC are ulti-
mately a fine balance between positive and negative effects. Like
general populations of cancer survivors, CRC survivors also
Fig. 6. Proposed antecedents, attributes and consequences o
experience survivorship as an individualized, life-changing process
beginning at diagnosis, paved with uncertainty and a duality of
positive and negative outcomes impacting upon physical, psycho-
logical, social and spiritual domains of well-being (Doyle, 2008;
Farmer and Smith, 2002). However, within these attributes, there
are an abundance of experiences specific to CRC, due to the site of
disease and the consequences of its treatment. Unlike Farmer and
Smith (2002) and Doyle (2008), fertility issues were not a signifi-
cant concern in CRC survivorship, due to age-related factors.
However, CRC survivors must adjust to the distinct challenges
presented within the themes of loss of control and hiding away
which result from bowel dysfunction and ostomy formation. Sur-
vivors experience an array of needs to understand their newfound
situation as CRC survivors, and may eventually experience an
altruistic drive to share their experiences and management stra-
tegies for the benefit of other survivors and the HCP's who care for
them.

This study is limited by the exclusion of anecdotal and lay
literature and non-English publications. Furthermore, much of the
literature reports European, Australian and North American per-
spectives, therefore the generalizability of these findings may be
limited. However, this is the first concept analysis which situates
the concept of cancer survivorship in the context of CRC. This study
highlights the evolution of cancer survivorship, extending the
concept to include the attribute navigation of systems and resources,
and the consequence, the constellation of met and unmet needs
(Fig. 6).

QOL remains an important consequence of cancer survivorship,
yet there is a dearth of empirical research considering the effect of
healthcare experience on QOL and health-related outcomes in the
context of CRC survivorship. The Contextual Model of Health-
Related QOL (Ashing-Giwa, 2005) may be used to situate this
concept, as it allows the evaluation of QOL with due consideration
of the demographic, economic, cultural and healthcare contexts
which may influence health and illness.

Becoming self-sufficient in managing the after-effects of CRC
and regaining a sense of normality are important goals of CRC
survivors' recovery. However, unmet health and information needs
are substantial barriers to these goals. It is imperative that HCP's
endeavour to meet CRC survivors' information and healthcare
needs in an individualized manner. This may be achieved through a
variety of interventions, including personalized survivorship care
plans, treatment summaries, or a consultation at the conclusion of
treatment, to provide information about survivorship issues and
facilitate healthcare navigation in survivorship.
f cancer survivorship in the context of colorectal cancer.
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